No "Peace Treaty" Needed

By Anna Von Reitz

Our States and People were never involved in the so-called Civil War. The entire mercenary conflict
wasn't a "war" and it was fought by States of States organizations, like "The State of New York".
So we don't need any "Peace Treaty" to end a mercenary conflict we were never involved in.
Instead, the Vermin need a peace treaty to justify their crimes against peaceful non-combatant
civilians. And that is why they are promoting "Peace Treaty 2020".
Sign up and sign away your right to complain or seek compensation for their mistreatment and abuse
for the past 150 years.
Now, ask yourselves--Do we give them an excuse for their criminality and let them off the hook?
Do we go back and subject ourselves to a Queen that has already done all these evil things to us —- by
claiming to be “natural persons” instead of one of the "People" she owes good faith service to?
Do we hand the Pope our land by allowing the Municipal Government to issue a “title” related to it?
Do we fail in our objective at the last moment by being weak-minded and believing that the same
crooks who lied about and mistreated us before will keep their word once they have gotten what they
want — our subjection and our land?
Stop and think.
Aren't you already owed everything they are offering and more?
Where is your guarantee that they won’t just take your signature, seize your “donated” assets, and leave
you standing there worse off than you were before?
After all, offering them a Peace Treaty doesn't obligate them to take it.
And once you have admitted to being a "natural person" and admitted to being "at war" with them and
allowed them to take title to your land assets --- what do they need you for?

Nothing. They can seize your property and abuse you and do whatever they wish, because you agreed
to all of it.
We will not be able to protect people who take this "Arbitration Award" offer, because we cannot
protect them against themselves.
You have all been given the facts.
The American Civil War was a mercenary conflict, not a war.
It was fought by confederated "States of States" not States.
Our States of the Union didn't fight in this conflict.
"Natural person" is a subject political status.
Accepting a "title" for land means you are a tenant.
If you can still think after a lifetime of false indoctrination, do so.
If this is a straight up deal, why can't you change your mind and withdraw from it once you sign on?
If this is such a great deal, where is Richard Schaum's name on it?
Remember that they operate under Roman Civil Law, and under Roman Civil Law, it's okay to lie,
cheat, steal, and defraud to your heart's delight, so long as you don't get caught and nobody objects to
it.
Well, I am objecting. But you all need to wake up and object for yourselves.
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